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Marca Corona reached into their own historical archives to design Maiolica, a series that is reminiscent of the 
artisanal pottery they made when the company was founded in 1741. Maiolica uses the classic white and 
cobalt blue color combination, presenting them in patterns that range from geometrics to simplified florals. The 
result is a 4x4 porcelain with traditional roots that is also appealing to contemporary taste. The two solid colors 
and six patterns can be used individually or mixed to create an eclectic modern effect.

MAIOLICA

Colors are intended as a guide only and may vary from actual tile.  Please check tile samples before making final selections. 
See reverse side for additional product information.

Astro (MCMA842/44D)Trama (MCMA845/44D) Triangolo (MCMA844/44D) Tratti (MCMA846/44D)



4 x 4 Field           MCMA--/44

TSMCMA/180614

MADE IN ITALY 

Sizes - Non-Rectified

MCMABO  Bianco
MCMABU  Blu

MCMA--/112SBN  1/2 x 12 Surface Bullnose

Expect shade variation between field and bullnose.

Maiolica is intended for walls. As a porcelain, it may 
be suitable for some residential floors, but it should 
be noted that, as with all glossy glazes, it may be 
subject to scratching. This is especially true for dark 
glossy colors like the Blu.  

It is never recommended to install tile with a butt 
joint. The minimum recommended joint for Maiolica 
is 1/16”. As a high-fire non-rectified porcelain 
product, there are minor differences in size from 
piece to piece. This can be worked out during the 
installation by adjusting the size of the grout joint to 
keep the lines straight.

Colors

Coordinating Trim

4 x 4 Decos  - Non-Rectified

Usage & Installation

MCMA842/44DMCMA841/44D* MCMA843/44D*

MCMA844/44D MCMA845/44D MCMA846/44D

Product Information

Technical Information 

10545-3

10545-12

Physical Properties Norms Value

Water 
Absorption

Frost Resistance

Conforms

Resistant

*Please note that some patterns are complete 
within a single piece of tile while others need four 
tiles to complete each pattern. For the designs 
that require four pieces, Adagio (841) and Armonia 
(843), care should be taken during installation to 
make sure the tiles are correctly placed to achieve 
the desired final look.


